“2015” Turf Project

By: Larissa McGlade and Valerie Pietsch
Our vision

• Modified from original idea to be more practical
Using University Property

- Approvals from ten different Cornell groups
- EMPT meeting
- Meetings with the Grounds Department
Process

- Shaping the pile of mulch
- Packing compost into the shapes of each number
- Cutting the turf and covering the numbers
- Spreading mulch in between each number and on the back of the pile
First Day of Working
Second Day of Working
Trip to Lowe’s
Buying the Turf
Fourth Day of Working
Complications

- People changing the numbers around
- Compost drying up quickly
- Conflicting Schedules
- Trouble getting certain materials
- Heavy materials
- Unable to decorate the numbers for the four seasons
- Weather
- Turf not attaching to the compost
Final Product
Questions?

At this point, feel free to ask any questions regarding our turf project or presentation.